INTERVIEW PROCESS

What am I to expect FROM my first interview?

In this interview, representatives of the recruiting
team will introduce the company, the job position and
would like to get to know you. These will usually be
Engineer or HR recruiters and/or project-related
person where your key skills will be assessed.

We would give you the time and space to present
your experience, work history, field knowledge,
as well as, your accomplishments, interests,
and future career plans.

Do we meet for the second time
and what happens then?

If both sides are satisfied after the first
interview, the candidate discovers a place to
grow and Netcetera recognizes its future
Netceterian, we will continue with a second one.

For technical positions:
wE’ll assign you with a coding task that would help
us understand your problem-solving skills.
(Relax, we will give you the heads up on the first interview and will be
available for assistance throughout this process).

For non-technical positions:
this would be a second interview where we would
discuss related knowledge-area details of your
work experience.

What’s next?

We will invite you for an offer placement
(in person or online) where you will be presented with
the position details, company policies,
benefits and perks and your salary.

You will be given reasonable time to consider the offer.

Accepting the offer means you will be joining a
community of bright and friendly people who use
the latest technology and work on innovative and
mission-critical projects for high-profile clients.
We will set the stage for you by providing
high-end tech equipment with all tools
and permissions available. Standing desk,
ergonomic chair, and brand new iPhone/Android
of your choice for a smooth experience.

What’s my first day at Netcetera like?

Your day starts with a Welcome presentation.
The team and Team LeadER will greet and introduce you
to the work itself. You get to have a coffee together
and then you will be given time and space to
accommodate and start your Netcetera journey.
Enjoy and make the most of it!

Very soon, you will be invited to the official
Orientation program, where you will get familiar
with the businesS itself, the organization, our
community, policies and processes and
how to work your way around.

worries!
1 No
There are no
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Be sure
to check!

surprises!
We perform technical tests
based on your experience,
domain knowledge and position.
In the individual technical
discussions, you can expect
professional talks on topics
from your CV, case studies from
practice and practical work
from your everyday life.

Good voice quality makes
the conversation smooth and
pleasant. Video also adds
a personal touch.
Use a headset, set the
microphone and webcam
correctly and test the
functionality of the
conference software.
We do not recommend THE use
of smartphones for interviews.

2 Tech tip!
Install and test the
conference software in the
invitation (MS Teams).
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Experience
Netcetera

Check out this video:
http://nca.me/experience
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In case you
want to
know more

Our website offers more
information about the company
and our solutions:
www.netcetera.com
The recruitment team will be
happy to answer any further
questionS. Please contact us at:
jobs-mk@netcetera.com
389 2 3064 533

